
Excel Upload for CST Form - Guideline for Users 

 

What is Excel Upload for CST Forms? 

 CST Forms include C Form, E-I Form, E-II Form, F Form and H Form. To add 

commodity details to the form the dealer can use the existing “add individual commodity option” 

or the new “excel upload option”. With excel upload option, dealer can download a template 

excel file and fill the commodity details into the excel file. Once completed filling the excel file, 

dealer has to upload the excel file back to the system and system shall update the commodity 

details against the requisition. 

Why is Excel Upload Needed? 

 With the existing add commodity option, the dealer has to log into the portal site, search 

for commodities one-by-one and update the same directly to the system. If a dealer has less 

number of commodities, then it works well. But if the dealer has a large number of commodities, 

then it takes a lot of time to search individual commodity and update each commodity to the 

system. This also requires the dealer to be logged on to the system all through the process. 

This increases the cost in terms of effort and connectivity on part of the dealer. Also it requires 

the dealer to have consistent connectivity to the CTD portal, which may / may not be possible 

every time. 

 With the new Excel upload facility, the dealer can download a template file from the 

portal and enter the entire commodity details into the excel file in offline mode at his / her 

convenience. Once the dealer has completed entering the commodity details into the excel file, 

he / she can upload the same file into the system and system shall update all the commodity 

details entered in the excel file into the system. 

What are the benefits of using Excel Upload? 

 With the new excel upload one can get the following benefits: 

1. An Excel template can be downloaded from the CTD portal and commodity 

details can be filled anytime in offline mode. 

2. Upload all the commodity details into the system at once and save them at once. 

3. You can copy details from a different excel file into the downloaded template file 

and upload all the details. (NOTE: The template excel file should pass the 

validation check before accepted by system) 

4. Adding commodity details is faster and needs less time to be online. 

When should I use Excel Upload? 

 All the registered dealers requiring CST forms can use excel upload. The dealer may 

use the Excel upload for any of the following reasons: 
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1. The dealer has a large number of commodity details and it takes a lot of time to search 

commodity and update each commodity in the portal. 

2. The dealer may maintain commodity details in an excel file or receive them from 

someone else and want to simply copy paste them instead of finding and updating each 

commodity. (NOTE: The template excel file should pass the validation check before 

accepted by system) 

3. The dealer does not want to be online for filling the commodity details. 

What should the dealer be aware of when using Excel Upload? 

 The dealer should note the following points before using Excel Upload. 

1. The Excel template file should be downloaded from CTD Portal. Any other Excel file 

won’t serve the purpose. 

2. The steps indicated in the Excel template file and any notes shown in the excel file 

should be followed. 

3. The Excel template file should not be tampered with / modified in any manner. 

4. On clicking the save button of the excel template file, it should not give any “errors” alert 

i.e. if there are any errors in the excel file after it is filled up by the dealer, then system 

alerts with a message and the errors should be rectified. 

5. While uploading the excel file, if the CTD portal shows any additional errors in the Excel 

file, the same should be rectified and the excel file should be uploaded again until 

system accepts the excel file without any error alert message. 

6. All CST Forms i.e. C Form, E-I Form, E-II Form, F Form and H Form have their 

respective excel template file. Specific excel template file should be used for uploading 

commodity for specific type of CST form. 

7. When uploading commodity details in excel file, any commodity details if entered / 

uploaded earlier, shall be replaced with the contents of the excel file being uploaded. 
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What is the process of using Excel upload feature? 

Follow the steps shown for using excel upload feature. 

1. Log-In into Portal and access any of the CST Forms i.e. C Form, E-I Form, E-II Form, F 

Form and H Form 

 

 

2.  Click on the text “Click to download XLS template file for uploading commodity details” to 

download the excel template file. 
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3. Click on the Save button to save the excel file to local drive in your computer. 

 

 

4. Fill the excel template file with the commodity details. Save and in case the excel file 

displays any error message, rectify the same and save. In case it still shows any error 

message repeat the process till the excel file is saved without any errors. Once it is 

done, the file is ready for upload to CTD portal. 

 

5. Fill the requisition details in the portal and Click on “Save” button to enable “Upload 

Commodity” button. 
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6. Click on browse button to select the filled up file saved on your local system and click on 

upload commodity button to upload your commodity details to portal. 

 
 

7. The commodity details, if does not contain any errors shall be uploaded to portal. Here 

all the commodity details will not be displayed in listed form. Rather, the total value of the 

commodity details entered and the no. of commodity details listed in the excel file shall 

be shown. To re-verify the commodity details uploaded, click on the view uploaded XLS 

button to download the excel file uploaded and review the commodity list. When done, 

click on "Save" button to save uploaded commodity details to portal. 
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8. If the excel file contains some errors, system shall pop-up a window listing all the errors. 

The errors can be printed for reference. Once such listed errors are rectified, the file can 

be uploaded again to portal. The Pop-Up window, if closed, can be viewed again by 

clicking “View Excel Errors” button on the main screen. 

 

Pop-Up Screen
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Main Screen:  

 
 

9. Once saved, the “Send for Approval” button will be enabled. On clicking of “Send for 

Approval” button, the requisition will be sent to the concerned circle for approval. System 

shall show a message saying that the requisition is sent to the circle office for approval 

and you will be redirected to the “view requisition” screen. 

 

 

***** 


